
IV. DEMONSTRATED CONTROL OF CHROME PLATING EMISSIONS - BACT 

This section detal Is the control technologies which are commonly used 

in the chrome platlng and chromic acid anodizing Industries. An assessment 

Is made for each control technology as to the level of control which has 

been demonstrated or may be reasonably expected to be achieved through 

proper appl lcatlon of the technology. The advantages and disadvantages of 

each control approach are a1so discussed. 

A. Hard Chrome Platfng Emtsstoo control Jechnofogles 

Hard chrome platers can use several approaches to control chromic acid 

mists. These approaches Include the use of high flow rate collection/ 

vent I lat Ion systems In combination with Inertia I Impaction control devices 

(such as chevron blade or mesh pad mist el lmlnators, or wet packed bed 

scrubbers), or mist suppressants or physical barriers at the surface of the 

plating bath. 
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Mist suppressant additives can be temporary or permanent depending on 

the mechanism of depletion from the bath (decomposition or dragout). 31 Mist 

supressant additives control misting by lower Ing the surface tension of the 

bath or by creating a layer of dense foam on the bath, or both. 

Surface tension modifiers reduce emissions by lowerlng the energy 

Imparted to mist droplets as they leave the bath surface; this al lows a 

greater fraction of droplets to re-enter the bath before entering a 

col lectlon/ventl lat Ion system or the workplace air. The foam on the surface 

of the bath traps mist droplets before they enter the air above the bath. 

Mist suppresants containing fluoro-organlc compounds both lower the surface 

tension of the plating bath and create a foam layer. They are considered 

permanent suppressants, because they are stable over a wide range of 

operating conditions, and have a long effective I lfe (In terms of weeks) 

decomposition In the bath. 

Mist suppressants may cause pitting or other. defects In the surface 

finish of parts when the plat Ing layer Is more than 13 microns or 0.5 mi I 

thlck. 3° Consequently, mist suppressants are not commonly used by hard 

chrome platers or anodlzers. About 16 percent of hard chrome platers and 

chromic acid anodlzers control emissions by the addition of mist 

suppressants to the bath, or by the use of floating plastic beads or bat Is 

on the bath surface. 
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Physical or mechanical barriers, such as floating plastic bal Is, are 

also used by some hard platers or anodlzers. The bal Is are typically about 

1-1/2 Inches In diameter and are used to reduce heat loss, bath evaporation, 

and misting. In order to be most effective, bal Is must cover the entire 

surface area of the bath. However, the bal Is tend to be pushed away from 

the bath surface above the electrodes due to bubbl Ing at these points. 

Plastic beads are smaller than bal Is, and If a sufficiently thick layer is 

used, complete coverage of the bath surface Is poss lb le. Drawbacks to bal I 

and bead use have been previously described. To date, there is no data 

which shows the control effectiveness of these mechanical barriers. Control 

efficiencies of about 40 percent have. been postulated. Because bal Is and 

beads are Inertia I Impaction devices and operate with essential IY no 

pressure drop, It Is uni lkely that either could be highly effective in the 

removal of smal I particles. 

The majority of hard platers who treat the vent I lat Ion exhausts from 

plat Ing tanks use mist el lmlnators (de-misters) or various low-energy 

scrubbers equipped with de-misters. Both types of devices are Inertial 

impaction collectors; they place barriers In the paths of aerosol (mist) 

particles In the flowing gas to Intercept and remove them from the gas 

1stream. 

De-misters are of various types. The most common, the chevron-blade, 

Is a group of para I lel zig-zag channels through which the exhaust gas is 
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directed (See Figure 7). Mist particles too large to make the sudden 

changes of direction In the channels touch the wet wal I and stick. 

The chromic acid Is collected In a sump and typically Is recycled to 

the plating tank to make up for plating tank evaporation losses. In some 

demisters, the blades are rinsed periodically with clean water to remove 

collected chromic ~cld mists. Another type of de-mister uses a woven fiber 

pad or mesh pad. The tortuous path of the gas through the pad causes mist 

particles to hit and collect on the fibers. After sufficient mists have 

been collected on the mesh pad. the pads can, depending on the type, be 

washed down In place or removed for cleaning. 

De-misters can remove 99 percent or greater of mist from gas streams 
· 10In certain appl !cations. depending on droplet size. Table 7 shows the 

measured eff1clencles of de-misters appl led to plating emissions. The data, 

which are. based on measurements of total chromium, range from 88 to 98 

percent control. The 88 percent value may reflect less than the potential 

efficiency of the associated de-mister because the pressure drop across that 

de-mister was only 0.1 Inches of water, whereas the other two de-misters in 

the table were run with pressure drops greater than 2 inches. Higher 

pressure drops reflect higher gas velocities and thus better collection of 

smal I particles. 
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Table 7 

Measured De-mister Removal Efficiency on 
Hard Plating Tanks Emitting Total Chromium 

Control led 
.!_~let cone. Emissions, Removal 

Plant 10 gr/sdcf mg/a-hr Efficiency 

u. s. Navy 2.6 . 14 95% 

Able Machining 33 . 15 98% 

Greensboro 10 .61 88% 
Platlng 
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Collection efficiency for particles with diameters less than 2 microns 

is relatively poor. The fine particle content of plating emissions I lmits 

the potential efficiency of de-mlsters. 1 This Is because the smaller 

particles fol low the stream I Ines of the flowing gas and flow around the 

fibers or blades, and because distances between the fibers are typically 

greater than 2 microns. The particles consequently flow between the fibers 

without being intercepted by them. The aval lable particle size distribution 

measurements of emissions from chrome plating tanks show several percent of 

the mass of emitted chromium in mist particles Is at or below 2 microns. 

The second type of emission control device commonly used Is the 

packed-bed scrubber. The packing acts much as does a mesh pad de-mister, 

capturing the mist particles through Impaction as the gas stream flows in 

the tortuous path through the bed. However, a scrubber, uni Ike a de-mister, 

ls continuously flushed by recirculating water flowing either counter- or 

cross-current to the exhaust gas stream. Some of the water may be 

Introduced to the gas steam before the packing as a fine spray. The spray 

Impinges on and collects mist particles. A de-mister ls typically placed at 

the scrubber outlet to capture any water droplets entrained in the exhaust 

gas. Figure 8 shows a packed bed scrubber. 

Source tests have shown that packed bed scrubbers have achieved 

removal efficiencies slml lar to demisters. This Is reasonable because both 

of these devices are based on the Inertial Impaction of particles, and 

consequently share common I Imitations. 
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The removal efficiencies for packed bed scrubbers range from 43 

percent to 99 percent (Table 8). A common characteristic of scrubbers with 

poor efficiencies Is a low Inlet concentration of chromium, less than 10 

grains/cubic foot. The low Inlet concentrations may Indicate the absence of 

large mist particles In the air entering the scrubbers. For example, the 

low Inlet concentration to the control device at Plato Products may be 

attributed to the use of a layer of plastic beads on the plating .tank 

surface. It is I lkely that the bead layer removes large mist particles from 

the exhaust stream. This results In a very low Inlet loading to the 

scrubber, probably comprised of predominately smal I droplets. 

There are other factors that Influence scrubber efficiency. In the 

case of Standard Nickel Chromium, the low concentration may be related to 

emission characteristics of an extremely deep (38 ft) plating tank. 

Insufficient data exists to adequately explain why this and other deep tanks 

have such low emission rates. Note that despite poor efficiencies across 

the control device, these facl I I ties have low emission rates. At other 

shops, the configuration of exhaust ducts may lead to the fallout or capture 

of large mist particles before the the particles reach scrubbers, causing 

low efficiencies in the scrubbers and low overal I emission rates. In such 

cases the vent I lat Ion system may serve as a part of the control device. 
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Table 8 

Measured Efficiencies of Low-Energy Wet Scrubbers 

on Hard Plating and Anodizing Emissions of Total Chromium 

'!!!et cone. Emlssionsa Removal 
Plant 10 gr/sdcf mg/a-hr Efficiency 

u. s. Navy 

Steel Heddie 

Tarby, Inc. 

Carol Ina Plating 

Plato Products 

Chrome 
Crankshaft 

Standard Ni ,Cr 

Embee Plating 

Piedmont Indus. 

McOonne 11 Douglas 

.80 

6.7 

22 

6.7 

.07 

17 

0.23 

0.75 
0.17 

26 

.33 

. 15 

.50 

.23 

. 17 

.04 

b 

.04 

b 
b 

. 14 

. 16 

89% 

96% 

98% 

93% 

43% 

98% 

51% 

83% 
76% 

99.4% 

94% 

a control led 
b no datum 
c average of 4 test runs using different scrubber I lquor concentrations 
Source - ARB ATCM, Reference 1 
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It should be noted that none of the facll Ities In Tables 7 and 8 were 

subject to regulations nor, In general, to permit conditions that I lmited 

emissions of chromium. Consequently, no driving force existed to require 

these facl I I ties to control their emissions to any specified levels, and 

therefore the control efficiencies achieved should not be considered upper 

bounds. These data can be considered as examples of control technology 

which has been demonstrated on existing facl I I ties without either regulatory 

pressure, the appl icatlon of source reduction techniques, or technology 

transfer from other areas. EPA has defined average performance (removal 

efficiency) levels for currently used control devices, such as mesh pad and 

chevron-blade mist el lmlnators, and wet packed bed scrubbers, as ranging 

30between 94 and 97 percent. However, recent source test data Indicates 

that greater than 99 percent control from these devices Is achievable. 

e. BACT for Hard Chrome Platlng 

Aval lable source test data were used to estimate the lowest achievable 

emission rate (LAER) achievable through appl !cation of best aval lab le 

control technology (BACT). Test results show that with the use of best 

avai Iable control technology It Is possible to control hexavalent chromium 

emissions by 99%, or to 0.03 mg/A-hr. 

Table 9 ls a summary of aval Iable source test results for hard and 

decorative chrome platers, Including Inlet and outlet conditions and ranges 
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Tobie 9 
Sunmary of Source Test Results from Chromlun Plating Facllltlesa 

Hexavalent Chromium 

iCl lit~ Nane 
1rd Platers 
eensboro 
dJstrlal 
Platers 

Control 

Device 

b 

Total 

Current 

{A-Hrs) 

14,310 

Control Average 

Device Inlet 

Gas rlo.v 

ft3Lmln dscflmin 

7,970 7,580 

Inlet Conditions - Hex Chrome 
mg/dsan X10-J kg/hr (X10-3) 

-3(gr Ldscf)X10 ( lb/hr )(X10-3} 

2,030 26.0 
(0.885) {57.2) 

mg/A-Hr 

{gr/A-tk) 

3.96 
(0.0610) 

Outlet Conditions - Hex Chrome 
mg/dsan (X10-3) kg/hr (x10-3> 

-3{grLdscf}(X10 } ( lb/hr )(X10-J) 

306 3.32 
(0. 134) (7.34) 

m;i/A-hr 

{grLHir) 

0.552 
(0.~) 

Range (?ff 

Removal 

Effie I enc~ 

83.1-91.0 

Pressure 
Drop 

In (W.C.) 

0.75 

Notes 

,nsol idated 
Engravers d 14,450 5,390 5,060 

1760 
(0.77) 

15. 1 
(33.4) 

3.15 
(0.048) 

149 
(0.065) 

1.30 
2.86) 

0.27 
(0.0042) 87.2-94.8 0.75 C 

ol I 
Technology r 20.~ 11,900 11,eee 

2040 
(0.84) 

38.8 
(8.5. 1) 

4.57 
(0.071) 

263 
(0. 11) 

2.43 
(5.38) 

0.24 
(0.0036) 93 .3---98. 7 1.25 

,I e 
1.bchine e 18,970 6,260 5,680 

7,900 
(3.47) 

76.3 
( 168) 

9.06 
(0. 139) 

124 
(0.054) 

1.20 
(2.66) 

0.148 
(0.0023) 97.9-98.6 2.0 

earont 
1dJstrla I 
!ating 

12,720 

8,800 

10,500 

10.eee 

9,760 

9,420 

6200 
(2.71) 

5,950 
(2.6) 

103 
(227) 

95.2 
(210) 

16.0 
(0'.246) 

21.5 
(0.331) 

24.6 
(0.011) 

25.4 
(0.011) 

0.436 
(0.96) 

0.4J8 
(0.008) 

0.0684 
(0.0011) 

0.099 
(0.0015) 

99.5-99.6 

99.4-99.6 

2.0 

2.0 

h 

J 

6, 110· 10,300 9,630 4,620 
(2.02) 

75.7 
{167) 

24.8 
(0.382) 

34.4 
(0.015) 

0.592 
( 1.30) 

0.195 
(0.0030) 99.1-99.4 2.0 k 

6,420 10,300 9,600 5,540 
(2.42) 

00.5 
{200) 

22.4 
(0.346) 

29.7 
(0.013) 

0.514 
( 1. 12) 

0.137 
(0.0021) 99.1-99.5 2.0 

Jrollno 
Plating m 52,910 9,65e 8,960 

736 
(0.32) 

11.3 
(24.9) 

1.05 
(0.0160) 

25.5 
(0.011) 

0.49 
(1.09) 

0.046 
(0.0ee7) 94.9-96.7 N/A 

teel 
Heddie m 8,730 18,100 16,400 

1,670 
(0.729) 

46.4 
( 102) 

15.5 
(0.238) 

52.3 
(0.0229) 

1.52 
(3.35) 

0.558 
(0.0006) 94.8---98. 1 3.0 

ecorative 
hrome Platers 

e lco Products 96,800 24,100 23,000 1,600 
(0.697) 

65.8 
(137) 

1.94 
(0.0316) 

s s s N/A N/A 

ut0100tic Die 

Costing 

p 8,550 2,470 2,360 916 

(0.4) 

3.6 

(8. 1) 

1.34 

(0.021) 

4. 11 

(0.0018) 

0.0165 

(0.0363) 

0.0000 
(9.24x10""°) 

99.4-99.6 N/A t 

q 10,520 2,300 2,280 N/A N/A N/A 2.09x10-3 

-7(9.14x10 ) 

8.10x10-6 
-5(1.78x10 ) 

0.0028 
-5(4.31x10 ) 99.7-99.9 N/A u 



otes to Toole 9 

All tests were conducted by EPA. 

Dlevron--blode mist eliminator with a single set of sinusoidal wave-type blades. 

Preliminary test data. 

Chevron-blade mist eliminator with o single set Jf overlq:>ping-type blades. 

Chevron-blade mist eliminator with o oouble set of overlapping-type biodes. 

Values cited os range of percentages. 

Average of three test runs at inlet and t11,0 test runs at outlet with on overage scrubbing liquid chromic acid 
concentration of 1.6 g/1 (0.22 oz/gal). 

Single pocked-bed, horizontal-flow wet scrubber. 

Average of two test runs at inlet and three test runs ot outlet with on overage scrubbing liquid chromic acid 
concentration of 25. 1 g/1 (3.35 oz/got). 

Average of three test runs at inlet and three runs at outlet with on overage scrubbing liquid chromic acid 
concentration of 45.9 g/1 (6. 13 oz/got). 

Average of three test runs at inlet and three test runs ot outlet with on overage scrubbing liquid chromic acid 
concentration of 99.6 g/1 {13.3 oz/got). 
l)ooble pocked-bed, horizontal-flow wet scrubber. 

foam blooket. 

Wetting agent in corrbination with a foom blanket. 

Mist eliminator and wet scrubber in series, data shov.n ore overages for 6 years. 
;Only inlet testing was done. 

tlnlet data is for uncontrolled ra., emissions. OJtlet conditions ore controlled. 
10Jtlet conditions ore with CO!li>inotion fume suppressant. Inlet conditions (uncontrolled emissions) were 
repeated previously. 

~/A - D:ito not available, gr= groins, dscf= dry stoodord cubic feet, dsan= dry standard cubic meters, 
A-Hr= Anp hour~, in W.C.= inches water colunn. 

Source: EPA Draft Background Information D:icument (Reference 30). 



of removal efficiencies and mass emissions. Data presented in Table 9 are 

sl lghtly different from source test results shown on Table 2; this is 

because Table 9 data Is based on average values of several runs. Removal 

efficiencies of 99 percent or greate~ for conventional wet scrubber control 

devices have been achleved. 30 Mass emission rates of below 0.03 mg/A-hr 

have also been achieved using Inertial Impaction-based control devices. 

These removal efficiency and mass rates have been demonstrated without any 

concentrated effort to Incorporate any source reduction techniques to 

minimize hexavalent chromium emissions. 

c. DecoratJve Chrome Plating control Techno!og!es 

The technologies used by decorative chrome pl~ters to control 

emissions are the same as those used by hard chrome platers and anodizers; 

however, mist suppressants are more widely used for emission control by. 

decorative platers. Float Ing beads or bal Is are less frequently used for 

emission control by decorative chrome platers because they present problems 

to automated production I Ines (complex part geometries trap them, 

interfering with plating qua I lty, and beads or bal Is and are subject to drag 

out when parts are I ifted from the tank). 

Table 9 shows the avai Iable source test data. Both shops shown In 

Table 9 used mist suppressants and scrubbers. Low Inlet concentrations are 

believed to be caused by the mist suppressants added to the baths. 
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Pre I lminary EPA data Indicate that the removal efficiency of mist 

30suppressants Is above 99 percent. 

It Is I lkely that the proper use of mist suppressants has the 

potential to reduce emissions from decorative chrome platers by about the 

same degree as do scrubbers and demlsters. 1 EPA has found that the addition 

of a mist suppr.essant (wetting agent type) Into an 86°F plating bath, in a 

concentration of approximately 1 pound per 100 gal Ions of plating solution, 

reduced surface tension from 70 to 40 dynes/cm. This surface tension 

decrease Is predicted to result In a decrease of chromic acid emissions by 

30about 85 percent. 

Existing source test data Indicate that reduction of decorative 

plat Ing emissions by 99 percent, or achievement of mass emissions rates of 

0.01 mg/amp-hr, has been demonstrated with the use of mist suppressants. 
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V. BEYOND BACT 

Rec~nt regulatory decisions cal I for control of plating emissions 

to a level beyond that currently achievable using BACT. Technologies whi~h 

may be able to go beyond BACT are discussed In this section. Those 

technologies Include venturi scrubbers, wet electrostatic precipitators, 

sulfuric acid plant demisters (fine fiber fl lters), and low-flow ventilation 

systems. In addition, a system engineering approach (process modifications 

to achieve source reduction along with the use of control devices) is also 

discussed. 

In evaluating technologies that can achieve levels of control or mass 

emission I Im its beyond BACT, one must consider several characteristics of 

chrome plating emissions that render them difficult to control. The major 

factors which influence the control labi I lty of these emissions are the 

presence of smal I particles In the exhaust stream ( less than 10 microns in 

-4 3diameter) and low grain loadings (typically 10 grains/ft ) due to the 

large volumes of exhaust air which are needed for mist capture. 
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Alternatives to commonly used methods of emission controls for the 

electroplating Industry exist, and are described below. 

A. Venturi scrubbers 

The venturi scrubber Is a high-energy scrubber, Which is usually 

operated at a pressure drop around 30 Inches of water, rather than the 4 or 

fewer Inches typical of packed bed scrubbers and de-misters. 

Venturi scrubbers are potent la I ly more effective at cont(ol I ing 

emissions than the low energy devices used In the Industry today. Because 

venturi scrubbers expend considerably more energy than packed bed scrubbers 

In accelerating the gas stream prior to Impaction, they provide greater 

Inertia I col lectlon of smal I particles. Also In venturi scrubbers, more 

energy Is appl led In atomizing and accelerating water droplets to Intercept 

mist particles. Figure 9 depicts the Impaction zone of a venturi scrubber. 

Currently, no venturi scrubbers are known to be lnstal led at any 

plating faci I I ties. Consequently, the control efficiency in this 

appl !cation Is not documented. In other appl I cations, however, venturi 

scrubbers are demonstrated to be superior In terms of higher removal 

efficiencies of smaller diameter particles when compared to packed bed 

scrubbers. For example, even at moderate pressure drops (less than 30 

inches of water), venturi scrubbers can remove 99 percent of particles of 1 
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Figure 9 

Illustration of a Venturi Scubber 
[Adapted from Ref. 1 O] 
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micron diameter. as opposed to the 70 percent predicted In this size range 

for efficient packed bed scrubbers. 1 The costs of venturi scrubbers 

annual !zed over 10 years are about four times higher than the conventional 

packed bed scrubbers now used by platers. 

B. Wet Electrostatic Preclpitator CESPl 

Wet ESP's collect mist particles by Imparting to them an electric 

charge from a corona discharge and col lectlng the charged mist on 

electrostatic plates or wires. The col lectlng surfaces are continuously 

flushed with water to remove the collected mist. ESPs maintain high removal 

efficiencies of particle diameters down to 0.1 micron. Wet ESP's have 

achieved control by 99 to 99.8 percent at several types of sources having 

sub-micron particle emissions, Including acid mist from sulfuric acid 

plants (which are s!ml lar to plating facl I lty emission). Consequently, 

ESP's may be appl Icable to the control of hexavalent chromium emissions from 

plat Ing facl I I ties In terms of better removal of smal I diameter particles. 

The capital and operational cost of a wet ESP would be greater than 

that of a scrubber; total costs (capita I and operational) annual !zed over 10 

years could be up to 10 times those of scrubbers. 1 
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c. sulfurJc Acid Plant De-Misters 

Emissions of acid mist from sulfuric acid plants are sometimes 

control led by glass fiber pad de~mlsters that operate on the principle of 

diffusion rather than Inertial Impaction. Accordingly, the devices are much 

larger per unit of gas flow rate than those currently employed at plating 

faci I I ties. (See Figure 10.) 

Diffusion-based Impaction Is Independent of the carrier gas stream 

I Ines and eddy currents and occurs through Brownian motion. The difference 

between Inertial Impaction and diffusion-Impaction-based particulate removal 

devices Is as fol lows: 

1. Particulate removal by Inertia! Impaction takes place due to the 

fact that particles are too large to fol low the carrier gas 

stream! Ines and are collected when these pathways are intersected 

by fibers or mesh. Depending upon the diameter of the mesh fibers 

and the radial distances between the fibers, a majority of the 

particles In the 2-10 micron size range are captured. Those 

particles smaller than 2 microns wl I I typically pass through. 

Inertial Impaction devices are used In conjunction with an 

Increase In gas velocity. Pressure drops of 2-10 Inches of water 

1 are typical. 
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Figure 10 

Illustration of a Sulfuric Acid Plant De-mister 
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2. Diffusion lmpactJon based (brownlan motion) particulate 

removal typically requires a decrease In carrier gas velocity to 

al low for random particle motion. This random motion, given 

sufficient time, tends to Increase the probabl I lty that smaller 

particles wl I I col I Ide with the col lectlng fiber. 

Manufacturers of such de-misters have guaranteed collection efficiency 

as great as 99.8 percent for mist particles of less than three microns in 

diameter. The particle size distribution data that are aval Iable for chrome 

plating mists show a mass mean diameter of greater than three microns. 

Although it has not yet been demonstrated, It Is reasonable to assume that 

high efficiency mist el lmlnators have the potent la I to control plat Ing 

emissions by at least 99.8 percent. As a rough estimate, these de-misters 

would cost about four times as much as a packed bed scrubber. 26 Operating 

costs also would be higher. 

D. Reduced flow Yentl lat!on systems 

Reduced flow vent I lat ion systems require a tight fitting cover which 

can enclose and Isolate the chromic acid mists which are generated by the 

plating process. By control I Ing and containing mist generation in and under 

the tank cover, It should be possible to decrease the volume and velocity of 

make-up air. With a properly designed system, rel !able mist capture should 

be achievable under reduced air flow conditions. 
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This technology would consist of a tight-fitting tank cover equipped 

with a smal I exhaust blower fol lowed by a control unit. The system could 
. 27

decrease the volume of make-up air by 90-95 percent. 

A control device would treat the exhaust stream after It has been 

collected. The device could use a combination of particle Interception, 

condensation, inertial Impaction and brownlan motion diffusion processes to 

capture emissions. 

E. system Engineering - Source Reduction 

An alternative to conventional or "bolt on" control technologies is a 

total system approach, Including source reduction and use of add-on control 

devices. This approach requires that process parameters which may affect 

mist formation be considered. Once the relatlonshlps of process parameters 

to mist formation are determined, a reduction In particle release at the 

source (at the bath surface) to minimize emissions can be achieved through a 

fine tuning of the process. 

In hard chrome plating, process parameters which may influence 

emissions Include: freeboard (the difference In elevation between the 

plating bath level surface and the top of the plating tank) height, the use 

of floating plastic bal Is or beads on the bath surface, a decrease in the 

tank ventilation air rate (which would Include a tank cover to al low 
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collection of chromic acid mists to reduce worker exposure), and using 

mechanical rather than air agitation for bath mixing. 

Whl le It Is poss Ible that a 99.8 percent removal efficiency or a 0.006 

mg/A-hr emission rate wi I I be achievable using bolt on control devices, 

source reduction/process modification efforts are expected to play an 

Important role In attaining the lowest achievable emission rates in the most 

economical way. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Tests of existing control devices -- mist el lmlnators and wet packed

bed scrubbers -- have demonstrated that control of hexavalent chromium 

emissions from hard chrome platers to 99 percent removal (across the device) 

or to 0.03 mg/A-hr are achievable. Review of the effectiveness of control 

technologies In use In other Industries Indicates that higher control 

efficiencies and lower mass emission rates can be achieved through a 

combination of technology transfer and aval lable process modifications. 

For decorative chrome plating, the proper use of plating bath 

additives and mist suppressants has been shown to be greater than 99 percent 

effective In control I Ing hexavalent chromium emissions. 

Recent regulatory decisions have Indicated the need to go beyond BACT 

achievable control levels. Such levels of control wl I I require a two step 

approach--the transfer and adaptation of control technologies which have 
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been used successfully In other Industries, and the optimization of process 

parameters to minimize hexavalent chromium emissions. Once these steps have 

been taken, It Is reasonable to expect that removal efficiencies of 99.8 

percent, or mass emission levels of 0.006 mg/A-hr of hexavalent chromium, 

can be achieved. 
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